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Abstract—Over the years, many deep learning algorithms have
been developed for time series classification (TSC). A learning
model’s performance usually depends on the quality of the
semantic information extracted from lower and higher levels
within the representation hierarchy. Efficiently promoting mutual
learning between higher and lower levels is vital to enhance the
model’s performance during model learning. To this end, we
propose a self-bidirectional decoupled distillation (Self-BiDecKD)
method for TSC. Unlike most self-distillation algorithms that
usually transfer the target-class knowledge from higher to lower
levels, Self-BiDecKD encourages the output of the output layer
and the output of each lower-level block to form a bidirectional
decoupled knowledge distillation (KD) pair. The bidirectional
decoupled KD promotes mutual learning between lower- and
higher-level semantic information and extracts the knowledge
hidden in the target and non-target classes, helping Self-BiDecKD
capture rich representations from the data. Experimental results
show that compared with a number of self-distillation algorithms,
Self-BiDecKD wins 35 out of 85 UCR2018 datasets and achieves
the smallest AVG rank score, namely 3.2882. In particular,
compared with a non-self-distillation Baseline, Self-BiDecKD
results in 58/8/19 regarding ‘win’/‘tie’/‘lose’.

Index Terms—Convolutional Neural Network, Deep Learning,
Data Mining, Knowledge Distillation, Time Series Classification

IMPACT STATEMENT

Time series data has been widely applied to various
real-world applications, e.g., sleep staging, electromyo-
graphy signal classification, and arrhythmic heartbeat
classification. The performance of a learning model re-
lies on the representations captured from the data for
download tasks, such as classification. In this paper, we
introduce self-bidirectional decoupled distillation (Self-
BiDecKD) for time series classification (TSC). Unlike most
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self-distillation algorithms that usually transfer the target-
class knowledge from higher to lower levels, Self-BiDecKD
encourages the output of the output layer and the output
of each lower-level block to form a bidirectional decoupled
knowledge distillation pair. When compared to several
state-of-the-art self-distillation algorithms, Self-BiDecKD
consistently demonstrates outstanding performance across
a wide range of TSC applications.

I. INTRODUCTION

T IME series data is a sequence of time-ordered data points
associated with univariate or multiple time-dependent

variables. It has been widely applied to areas, such as, sleep
staging [1], electromyography and electroencephalogram sig-
nal analysis [2], arrhythmic heartbeat classification [3], and
fault diagnosis [4]. It is crucial for an arbitrary time series
classification (TSC) algorithm to extract both local and global
patterns of data for various types of features [5], [6].

Over the years, deep learning algorithms for TSC have
attracted extensive attention in the community because they
can mine the intrinsic relationships among representations
by constructing the internal representation hierarchy of data
[7]. These algorithms can be roughly classified into single-
network-based and dual-network-based models. A single-
network-based model usually uses one (usually hybridized)
network to extract the significant connections within the
hierarchy, e.g., the residual network (ResNet) [8], multilayer
perceptron (MLP) [8], fully convolution network (FCN) [8],
ROCKET [9], ConvTimeNet [10], and InceptionTime [11]. In
contrast, a dual-network-based model places one local-feature
extraction network and one global-relation extraction network
in parallel. The former, usually based on CNNs, focuses on the
local features, while the latter captures the connections among
the features already extracted, e.g., long short-term memory
(LSTM)-FCN [12], SelfMatch [13], and robust neural temporal
search network (RNTS) [14].

However, most deep learning models for TSC lack self
reflection on their structures. A learning model’s performance
usually depends on quality of the semantic information ex-
tracted from lower and higher levels within the representation
hierarchy [15]. It is known that higher-level semantic informa-
tion is obtained from lower levels. Most learning models use
the backpropagation (BP) approach to update their parameters
[16]. According to BP, the parameter updates at lower levels
are influenced by those at higher levels, i.e., higher-level
semantic information can affect lower-level semantic infor-
mation to a certain extent. Therefore, lower- and higher-level
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semantic information learns from and influences each other
during model learning. Efficiently promoting mutual learn-
ing between lower- and higher-level semantic information is
crucial for improving the model’s performance during model
learning.

Recently, self-distillation has become popular in the knowl-
edge distillation (KD) community. It itself acts as a student
and a teacher at the same time, promoting knowledge flow
within the model for the regularization purpose [17]. For
example, BYOT transferred the knowledge extracted from
the output layer to each lower-level block [18]. Ji et al.
[19] proposed a feature refinement method that used self-
knowledge distillation to transfer the refined knowledge for the
classifier network through an auxiliary self-teacher network.
Wang et al. [20] designed an end-to-end progressive self-
label correction method, called ProSelfLC, to fit the noise
and minimum entropy regularization principle. Zhang et al.
[21] proposed two methods, namely transitive distillation
and densely connected distillation, to enable the hierarchical
knowledge transfer from higher to lower levels. However, most
self-distillation algorithms suffer from two drawbacks listed
below.
• They emphasize the knowledge transfer from higher to

lower levels, ignoring the importance of lower-level se-
mantic information to higher-level one, e.g., BYOT [18],
ProSelfLC [20], transitive distillation [21], and densely
connected distillation [21].

• They emphasize the target-class knowledge, ignoring the
exploitation of “dark knowledge” hidden in the non-
target class. However, such knowledge is also important
to support efficient KD [23].

To overcome the two disadvantages above, we propose a
self-bidirectional decoupled distillation (Self-BiDecKD) for
TSC. Considering that lower- and higher-level semantic in-
formation learns from and influences each other during model
learning, Self-BiDecKD pairs the output of the output layer
with the output of each lower-level block to form a bidirec-
tional decoupled KD structure.

Our significant contributions are summarized as follows.
• Unlike classical self-distillation algorithms that usually

transfer the target-class knowledge from higher to lower
levels, Self-BiDecKD’s bidirectional decoupled KD en-
ables mutual knowledge flow between lower and higher
levels and also pays attention to the knowledge hidden in
the target and non-target classes, helping Self-BiDecKD
extract abundant representations from the data.

• Experimental results demonstrate that Self-BiDecKD
outperforms six state-of-the-art self-distillation algo-
rithms on 85 standard UCR2018 datasets regarding
‘win’/‘tie’/‘lose’ measure and AVG rank, both based
on the top-1 accuracy. Self-BiDecKD is a win-
ner of 35 datasets, achieving the smallest AVG rank
score, namely 3.2882. In particular, compared with
a non-self-distillation Baseline, Self-BiDecKD obtains
‘win’/‘tie’/‘lose’ in 58/8/19 cases, showing its potential
in addressing various TSC problems.

The paper’s remainder is listed below. Section II first reviews

many classical TSC algorithms. Then, the key components
of Self-BiDecKD are described in Section III. Section IV
provides the experimental analysis and discussion. Finally,
Section V summarizes a conclusion.

II. RELATED WORK

This section reviews a number of existing traditional and
deep learning-based TSC algorithms.

A. Traditional Algorithms

There are two mainstream algorithms in the TSC com-
munity, namely, Distance- and feature-based algorithms.
Distance-based algorithms aim to capture the significant dif-
ferences between different samples. The nearest neighbor
(NN)- and dynamic time warping (DTW)-based algorithms are
widely adopted distance-based algorithms [24], e.g., adaptive
DTW (DTWA), dependent DTW (DTWD), and independent
DTW (DTWI ). Many NN- and DTW-based ensemble algo-
rithms have been an emerging trend for TSC. Many NN- and
DTW-based ensemble algorithms have been an emerging trend
for TSC. For instance, Lines et al. [25] introduced an elastic
ensemble (EE) method integrating 11 classical classifier, e.g.,
weighted DTW, time warp with edit, and longest common sub-
sequence, to solve various TSC problems. Bagnall et al. [26]
proposed a transformation-based ensemble (COTE) method
for feature extraction, fusing 37 classifiers constructed in the
frequency, time, change, and shapelet transformation domains.
Based on COTE, Lines et al. [27] designed a hierarchical
structure with probabilistic voting to achieve decent perfor-
mance on 85 benchmark datasets. Fauvel et al. [28] devised
an explainable-by-design ensemble method based on boosting-
bagging and divide-and-conquer approaches for multivariate
TSC. Middlehurst et al. [29] presented an improved HIVE-
COTE with temporal dictionary ensemble and Arsenal, namely
HIVE-COTE 2.0, to extract the potential relationships and
regularizations hidden in the data.

Feature-based algorithms aim to extract representative fea-
tures from the input. For example, Pei et al. [30] proposed
a time-series hidden-unit logistic method to capture tempo-
ral dependencies in the data. Tuncel et al. [31] designed
an autoregressive forest ensemble algorithm to discover hi-
erarchical relationships in the data. Baydogan and Runger
[32] presented a local auto-pattern method to construct the
dependency connection in time series. Large et al. [33] put
forward a bag of symbolic Fourier approximation symbol
method to model the spatial features in time series. Schäfer and
Leser [34] devised a novel approach with word extraction and
multivariate unsupervised symbols and derivatives for feature
selection and weighting in time series. Wu et al. [35] put
forward a broad fuzzy cognitive map system containing sparse
autoencoder, high-order fuzzy cognitive map, and multilayer
perceptron for TSC.

B. Deep Learning-based Algorithms

Deep learning algorithms aim to model a representation
hierarchy of the given data, capturing the potential connections
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Fig. 1. The schematic diagram of Self-BiDecKD. Note that ‘Conv x 11 128’ represents a 1-dimensional convolutional neural network, where its filter and
channel sizes are set to 11 and 128. ‘BN’ is a batch normalization module [22], and ‘ReLU’ is the rectified linear unit activation function.

among representations. Single- and dual-network-based mod-
els are two representative research methods. A single-network-
based model uses one (often mixed) network to extract sig-
nificant connections within a hierarchy. For example, Shi
et al. [36] introduced a multi-relationship modeling module
to capture the diversity of the relationships among classes.
Chen et al. [37] devised a dual-attention-based network for
local and global feature extraction. Xiao et al. [38] presented
a multi-process collaborative architecture based on capsule
networks to extract multi-scale features from the input. Li et
al. [39] devised an embedding shapelet model based on deep
neural networks called ShapeNet for discriminative shapelet
selection. In [9], a random convolutional kernel classification
approach (ROCKET) was used to address a series of TSC
problems. Based on ROCKET, Dempster et al. [40] proposed
an improved ROCKET (mini-ROCKET) for feature extraction.
The typical single-based models include MLP [8], FCN [8],
ResNet [8], InceptionTime [11], ConvTimeNet [10], adversar-
ial joint-learning RNN [41], deep contrastive representation
learning with self-distillation [42], and learnable dynamic
temporal pooling [43]. On the contrary, a dual-network-based
model usually contains two feature network in parallel, one for
local-feature extraction and other for global-relation extrac-
tion. In [12], LSTM-FCN used its fully convolutional network
and LSTM-based network for local-feature and global-relation
extraction. In [44], a residual attention net contained a residual
network and a transformer-based network to handle various
TSC applications. In [45], a robust temporal neural network

(RTFN) with a temporal feature network and an LSTM-based
attention network achieved decent performance on a large
number of multivariate and univariate time series datasets.
The SelfMatch [13], RNTS [14], and attentional prototypical
network [46], are representative dual-network-based models.

Many deep learning models for TSC overlook the in-
teraction between lower and higher-level semantic informa-
tion within the representation hierarchy. While most models
emphasize learning higher-level semantic information from
lower-level semantic information, they often underestimate
the impact of lower-level semantic information on influencing
the higher-level semantic information. In reality, both lower-
and higher-level semantic information mutually influence each
other during model learning. To end this, we introduce Self-
BiDecKD, which facilitates mutual knowledge flow between
lower and higher levels.

III. SELF-BIDECKD

This section first defines the problem formulation, and it
then describes the feature extraction and bidirectional decou-
pled KD components. Finally, the loss function is introduced.

A. Problem Formulation

Let xt = {{x(t)1,1, ..., x
(t)
1,d}, ..., {{x

(t)
l,1 , ..., x

(t)
l,d}} ∈ X de-

note the t-th input sample, where X ⊆ Rl×d is the input
space, and l and d denote the length and dimension of xt,
respectively. yt ∈ Y is a categorical variable related to
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xt, where Y stands for the target space. This paper aims
to train a predicted model F : X 7→ Y on an arbitrary
dataset, D = {Dtrain,Dval,Dtest}. Dtrain = {xt, yt}ntrain

t=1 ,
Dval = {xt, yt}nval

t=1 , and Dtest = {xt, yt}ntest
t=1 are the

training, validation and testing data, respectively, where ntrain,
nval, and ntest are the sizes of training, validation and testing
data, respectively.

B. Feature Extractor

The feature extractor consists of four convolutional blocks
(i.e., ConvBlock 1, ConvBlock 2, ConvBlock 3 and ConvBlock
4) and a classifier, as shown in Fig. 1. Each block contains
a 1-dimensional CNN (Conv) module, a batch normalization
(BN) module [22], and a rectified linear unit activation (ReLU)
function, defined in equation. (1).

fConvBlock(x) = ReLU(BN(Wcnn ⊗ x+ bcnn)) (1)

where Wcnn and bcnn are the weight and bias vectors of
CNN, respectively. ⊗ denotes the convolutional computation
operation. ReLU() and BN() represent the ReLU and batch
normalization functions, respectively.

The classifier is comprised of an average pooling layer and a
dense (i.e., fully-connected) layer, mapping the features output
by ConvBlock 4 to the corresponding labels.

C. Bidirectional Decoupled Knowledge Distillation

The bidirectional decoupled KD promotes mutual knowl-
edge transfer between lower and higher levels and extracts
the knowledge hidden in the target and the non-target classes,
helping Self-BiDecKD mine rich representations from data.

Let Oit = [Oit,1, O
i
t,2, ..., O

i
t,C ] ∈ R1×C , t = 1, 2, ..., ntrain,

denote the t-th output vector of Classifier i, where C is the
number of classes. Let P it = [P it,1, P

i
t,2, ...., P

i
t,C ] ∈ R1×C

and P it,\ = [P it,\1, P
i
t,\2, ...., P

i
t,\C ] ∈ R1×C be the classifica-

tion probabilities of the target and non-target classes of Oit,
respectively. P it,j ∈ P it and P it,\j ∈ P

i
t,\ (j = 1, 2, ..., C) are

defined as:

P it,j =
exp(Oit,j/T )∑C
k=1 exp(O

i
t,k/T )

P it,\j =

∑C
m=1,m 6=j exp(O

i
t,m/T )∑C

k=1 exp(O
i
t,k/T )

(2)

where T is a temperature scaling parameter. Following the
literature [18], [19], [20], [21], we set T = 1.0 in this paper.

The loss of the bidirectional decoupled KD measures the
difference between the classification probabilities of the target
class of two given classifiers and the difference between the
classification probabilities of the non-target class of the same
classifiers above. Let Li,tBTCL and Li,tBNCL, i = 1, 2, 3, be
the bidirectional target class loss and the bidirectional non-
target class loss of the t-th input sample between Classifier
i and Classifier 4, xt. Let Li,tBDKD, i = 1, 2, 3, denote
the bidirectional decoupled KD’s loss of xt. Li,tBDKD is a
combination of Li,tBTCL and Li,tBNCL via the weighted sum
method, defined in equation (3).

Li,tBDKD = αLi,tBTCL + βLi,tBNCL
= α(KL(P it , P

4
t ) +KL(P 4

t , P
i
t ))

+ β(KL(P it,\, P
4
t,\) +KL(P 4

t,\, P
i
t,\))

(3)

where α and β are the weights of Li,tBTCL and Li,tBNCL. KL()
represents the Kullback Leibler (KL) function. As the previous
study suggested [23], we set α = 1.0. Meanwhile, based on our
experimental results, we set β =1.0 (More details are found in
Subsection IV-C).

D. Loss Function

The loss function of Self-BiDecKD, L, comprises a su-
pervised loss, Lsup, and a bidirectional decoupled KD loss,
LBDKD.

As the previous self-distillation work in [18], [19], [21],
Lsup is the summation of the supervised loss functions on the
four classifiers. The supervised loss on each classifier is based
on the cross-entropy function, CE(), to measure the average
difference between the ground truth labels and their prediction
vectors. Lsup is defined in equation (4).

Lsup = −
1

ntrain

4∑
i=1

ntrain∑
t=1

CE(P it , yt) (4)

where yt is a ground truth label associated with xt.
As shown in Fig. 1, LBDKD consists of the bidirectional

decoupled KD loss between Classifier 1 and Classifier 4,
the bidirectional decoupled KD loss between Classifier 2 and
Classifier 4, and the bidirectional decoupled KD loss between
Classifier 3 and Classifier 4, defined in equation (5).

LBDKD = − 1

ntrain

3∑
i=1

ntrain∑
t=1

Li,tBDKD (5)

The loss function of Self-BiDecKD, L, is calculated as:

L =(1− µ)Lsup + µLBDKD + λ||θ||22

=− 1

ntrain

ntrain∑
t=1

((1− µ)(
4∑
i=1

CE(P it , yt)) +

3∑
i=1

µLi,tBDKD)

+ λ||θ||22
(6)

where θ represents the parameters of Self-BiDecKD, µ (0 <
µ < 1) is a coefficient of L, and λ is a coefficient of ||θ||22
(i.e., L2 regularization). In the experiments, we set µ = 0.1
(More details are found in Subsection IV-C). Besides, the Self-
BiDecKD’s pseudo-code is given in Algorithm 1.

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

This section first explains the experimental setup and
performance metrics. It then describes the hyper-parameter
sensitivity, ablation study, and effects of different classifiers.
Finally, the experimental results are analyzed.
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TABLE I
DETAILS OF 85 UCR DATASETS.

ID Type Data Name Test Train Length Classes ID Type Data Name Test Train Length Classes
1 Image Adiac 391 390 176 37 44 Image MedicalImages 760 381 99 10
2 Image ArrowHead 175 36 251 3 45 Image MiddlePhalanxOutlineAgeGroup 154 400 80 3
3 Spectro Beef 30 30 470 5 46 Image MiddlePhalanxOutlineCorrect 291 600 80 2
4 Image BeetleFly 20 20 512 2 47 Image MiddlePhalanxTW 154 399 80 6
5 Image BirdChicken 20 20 512 2 48 Sensor MoteStrain 1252 20 84 2
6 Sensor Car 60 60 577 4 49 ECG NonInvasiveFetalECGThorax1 1965 1800 750 42
7 Simulated CBF 900 30 128 3 50 ECG NonInvasiveFetalECGThorax2 1965 1800 750 42
8 Sensor ChlorineConcentration 3840 467 166 3 51 Spectro OliveOil 30 30 570 4
9 Sensor CinCECGTorso 1380 40 1639 4 52 Image OSULeaf 242 200 427 6
10 Spectro Coffee 28 28 286 2 53 Image PhalangesOutlinesCorrect 858 1800 80 2
11 Device Computers 250 250 720 2 54 Sensor Phoneme 1896 214 1024 39
12 Motion CricketX 390 390 300 12 55 Sensor Plane 105 105 144 7
13 Motion CricketY 390 390 300 12 56 Image ProximalPhalanxOutlineAgeGroup 205 400 80 3
14 Motion CricketZ 390 390 300 12 57 Image ProximalPhalanxOutlineCorrect 291 600 80 2
15 Image DiatomSizeReduction 306 16 345 4 58 Image ProximalPhalanxTW 205 400 80 6
16 Image DistalPhalanxOutlineAgeGroup 139 400 80 3 59 Device RefrigerationDevices 375 375 720 3
17 Image DistalPhalanxOutlineCorrect 276 600 80 2 60 Device ScreenType 375 375 720 3
18 Image DistalPhalanxTW 139 400 80 6 61 Simulated ShapeletSim 180 20 500 2
19 Sensor Earthquakes 139 322 512 2 62 Image ShapesAll 600 600 512 60
20 ECG ECG200 100 100 96 2 63 Device SmallKitchenAppliances 375 375 720 3
21 ECG ECG5000 4500 500 140 5 64 Sensor SonyAIBORobotSurface1 601 20 70 2
22 ECG ECGFiveDays 861 23 136 2 65 Sensor SonyAIBORobotSurface2 953 27 65 2
23 Device ElectricDevices 7711 8926 96 7 66 Sensor StarLightCurves 8236 1000 1024 3
24 Image FaceAll 1690 560 131 14 67 Spectro Strawberry 370 613 235 2
25 Image FaceFour 88 24 350 4 68 Image SwedishLeaf 625 500 128 15
26 Image FacesUCR 2050 200 131 14 69 Image Symbols 995 25 398 6
27 Image FiftyWords 455 450 270 50 70 Simulated SyntheticControl 300 300 60 6
28 Image Fish 175 175 463 7 71 Motion ToeSegmentation1 228 40 277 2
29 Sensor FordA 1320 3601 500 2 72 Motion ToeSegmentation2 130 36 343 2
30 Sensor FordB 810 3636 500 2 73 Sensor Trace 100 100 275 4
31 Motion GunPoint 150 50 150 2 74 ECG TwoLeadECG 1139 23 82 2
32 Spectro Ham 105 109 431 2 75 Simulated TwoPatterns 4000 1000 128 4
33 Image HandOutlines 370 1000 2709 2 76 Motion UWaveGestureLibraryAll 3582 896 945 8
34 Motion Haptics 308 155 1092 5 77 Motion UWaveGestureLibraryX 3582 896 315 8
35 Image Herring 64 64 512 2 78 Motion UWaveGestureLibraryY 3582 896 315 8
36 Motion InlineSkate 550 100 1882 7 79 Motion UWaveGestureLibraryZ 3582 896 315 8
37 Sensor InsectWingbeatSound 1980 220 256 11 80 Sensor Wafer 6164 1000 152 2
38 Sensor ItalyPowerDemand 1029 67 24 2 81 Spectro Wine 54 57 234 2
39 Device LargeKitchenAppliances 375 375 720 3 82 Image WordSynonyms 638 267 270 25
40 Sensor Lightning2 61 60 637 2 83 Motion Worms 77 181 900 5
41 Sensor Lightning7 73 70 319 7 84 Motion WormsTwoClass 77 181 900 2
42 Simulated Mallat 2345 55 1024 8 85 Image Yoga 3000 300 426 2
43 Spectro Meat 60 60 448 3

A. Experimental Setup

1) Data Description: Following the previous works [9],
[11], [39], [40], we select 85 widely used datasets from the
UCR 2018 archive [47]. The number of categories ranges from
2 to 60 and the length is from 24 to 2709, involving in multiple
domains such as motion and electrocardiogram (ECG). More
details about the datasets can be found in Table I.

2) Implementation Details: We set the decay value of BN
to 0.9. To avoid overfitting during the training process, this
paper adopts L2 regularization. At the same time, we use the
Adam optimizer with the momentum term, initial learning rate,
and decay value set to 0.9, 0.001, and 0.9, respectively. All
experiments are conducted on a workstation with Intel Xeon
E5-2667V4 8 Core CPU × 2 3.2 GHz, 128 GB RAM, and 4
× Nvidia GTX Titan V 12G GPU.

B. Performance Metrics

To verify the Self-BiDecKD’s performance, we use two
widely used metrics: ‘win’/‘tie’/‘lose’ and AVG rank, both

based on the top-1 accuracy. As the previous works suggest
[8], [9], [11], [12], [13], [14], [37], [39], [40], each algorithm’s
‘win’, ‘tie’, and ‘lose’ values indicate it is better than, equiv-
alent to, and worse than the other algorithms on how many
datasets, respectively; The ‘best’ value is the summation of
the corresponding ‘win’ and ‘tie’ values. Besides, following
the studies in [8], [9], [11], [12], [13], [14], [40], we use the
AVG rank value to compare different algorithms regarding
their performance on accuracy. The AVG rank score is based
on the Wilcoxon signed-rank test [48] with Holm’s alpha (5%)
correction.

C. Hyper-parameter Sensitivity

We use 85 UCR2018 datasets to study the impact of
different hyper-parameter settings on the performance of Self-
BiDecKD.

1) Self-BiDecKD with different β values: As aforemen-
tioned, β is the weight of the bidirectional non-target class
loss. Table II shows the statistical results with different β (i.e.,
β = 0.1, 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 5.0) values on 85 datasets. It is seen that
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Algorithm 1 Self-BiDecKD
Input: D = (Dtrain,Dval,Dtest);
Output: Y;

1: Initialize the model parameters, θ0;
2: //Training and validation
3: for k = 1 to nep do . nep is the size of training epochs.
4: Feedforward Dtrain into Self-BiDecKD;
5: Obtain Lsup using equation (4);
6: Obtain LBDKD using equation (5);
7: Obtain L using equation (6);
8: Update θk using θk = θk−1 − η∇θk−1

L(θk−1); .
η is the learning rate, and θk−1 and ∇θk−1

denote the
parameters and gradient at the (k-1)-th training epoch,
respectively.

9: if k > 1 then
10: Validate Self-BiDecKD using Dval;
11: end if
12: end for
13: // Testing the model
14: Use the trained model to predict Y of Dtest.

TABLE II
THE STATISTICAL RESULTS WITH DIFFERENT β VALUES ON 85 DATASETS.

Metrics β
0.1 0.5 1.0 2.0 5.0

Best 25 19 38 22 29
Win 13 12 20 6 14
Tie 12 7 18 16 15

Lose 60 66 47 63 56
AVG rank 3.2471 2.9647 2.4824 2.8882 3.4176

β = 1.0 results in 20/18/47 regarding ‘win’/‘tie’/‘lose’ and the
smallest AVG rank, namely 2.4824. This means β = 1.0 is
appropriate to help Self-BiDecKD mine rich representations
from the data.

2) Self-BiDecKD with different µ values: µ is a coefficient
of Self-BiDecKD to balance the supervised loss and the
bidirectional decoupled KD loss. Table III shows the statistical
results with different µ (i.e., µ = 0.1, 0.2, ..., 0.9) values on
85 datasets. One can observe that 0.1 is the best value for µ
as it helps Self-BiDecKD to obtain the highest ‘best’ value,
namely 49, and the smallest AVG rank score, namely 2.8765.

3) Self-BiDecKD with different KD losses: An appropriate
KD loss function is crucial for Self-BiDecKD to measure the
knowledge difference between two given neural network lay-
ers. Table IV shows the statistical results with different losses
on 85 datasets, including L1 (Mean Absolute Error), L2 (Mean
Squared Error), CE (Cross Entropy), KL, JS (Jensen Shannon),
and WD (Wasserstein Distance) losses. Clearly, KL outper-
forms the other 5 losses regarding ‘best’/‘win’/‘tie’/‘lose’ and
AVG rank values. Therefore, we choose KL loss to promote
the knowledge flow within the model.

D. Ablation Study

To study the effectiveness of the decoupled KD and bidi-
rectional decoupled KD, we compare Self-BiDecKD with two
of its variants listed below.

TABLE III
THE STATISTICAL RESULTS WITH DIFFERENT µ VALUES ON 85 DATASETS.

Metrics µ
0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9

Best 49 28 16 17 11 12 2 2 1
Win 36 14 5 6 3 3 0 0 0
Tie 13 14 11 11 8 9 2 2 2

Lose 36 57 69 68 74 73 83 83 84
AVG rank 2.8765 3.1353 3.5118 3.7824 4.8235 5.5353 6.1529 7.0941 8.0882

TABLE IV
THE STATISTICAL RESULTS WITH DIFFERENT LOSSES ON 85 DATASETS.

Metrics L1 L2 CE KL JS WD
Best 19 20 28 39 31 26
Win 12 12 14 20 14 14
Tie 7 8 14 19 17 12

Lose 66 65 57 46 54 59
AVG rank 4.8262 4.7782 3.3527 2.3694 2.8815 3.8834

• Self-UniDecKD: the unidirectional self-decoupled distil-
lation method with the feature extractor in Fig. 1, which
feeds back the knowledge obtained from the output layer
to guide the learning process of each lower-level block
via the decoupled KD loss function.

• Self-UniKD: the unidirectional self-distillation method
with the feature extractor in Fig. 1, which feeds back
the knowledge obtained from the output layer to guide
the learning process of each lower-level block via the
traditional self-distillation loss function, i.e., KL().

1) Effectiveness of Decoupled Knowledge Distillation: To
study the effectiveness of the decoupled KD, we compare Self-
UniDecKD with Self-UniKD on 85 datasets. Fig. 2 depicts
the accuracy plot of Self-UniDecKD against Self-UniKD.
Compared with Self-UniKD that only considers the target-
class knowledge, Self-UniDecKD pays attention to both the
target- and non-target class knowledge. That is why Self-
UniDecKD achieves 52/4/29 with respect to ‘win’/‘tie’/‘lose’
compared with Self-UniKD.

2) Effectiveness of Bidirectional Decoupled Knowledge
Distillation: To study the effectiveness of the bidirec-
tional decoupled KD, we compare Self-BiDecKD with Self-
UniDecKD on 85 datasets. Fig. 3 depicts the accuracy plot
of Self-BiDecKD against Self-UniDecKD. Compared with
Self-UniDecKD, Self-BiDecKD obtains 47/8/30 regarding
‘win’/‘tie’/‘lose’. That is because, unlike Self-UniDecKD that
uses unidirectional decoupled KD, Self-BiDecKD applies bidi-
rectional decoupled KD to promoting the mutual learning be-
tween lower- and higher-level semantic information, extracting
abundant knowledge hiding in the data.

E. Impact of Different Classifiers

We also study the performance of different classifiers lo-
cated at different network depths on 85 datasets. Fig. 4 shows
the accuracy plot of two adjacent classifiers. One can observe
that Classifier 2 achieves a ‘win’/‘tie’/‘lose’ of 79/2/4, com-
pared with Classifier 1; Classifier 3 obtains a ‘win’/‘tie’/‘lose’
score of 82/3/0, compared with Classifier 2; Classifier 4 gets a
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TABLE V
THE STATISTICAL RESULTS WITH VARIOUS SELF-DISTILLATION ALGORITHMS ON 85 DATASETS.

Metrics Baseline BYOT TSD SAD ProSelfLC SelfRef ESD Self-BiDecKD
Best 11 16 14 21 20 13 21 35
Win 4 6 4 10 5 6 10 16
Tie 7 10 10 11 15 7 11 19

Lose 74 69 71 64 65 72 64 50
AVG rank 5.3882 4.5471 4.7589 4.5706 4.0471 4.7765 4.6235 3.2882

Fig. 2. Accuracy plot showing the performance difference between Self-
UniDecKD and Self-UniKD on 85 datasets.

Fig. 3. Accuracy plot showing the performance difference between Self-
BiDecKD and Self-UniDecKD on 85 datasets.

‘win’/‘tie’/‘lose’ score of 84/0/1, compared with Classifier 3. It
means that a classifier closer to the output layer achieves better
performance. That is because, as the network depth deepens,
the features carried become richer and richer.

F. Result Analysis and Discussion

To evaluate the performance of Self-BiDecKD, we compare
it with a number of state-of-the-art self-distillation algorithms
below on the 85 UCR2018 datasets. Note that for fair com-
parison, the feature extractor used in each of these algorithms
is the same as that in Fig. 1.

• Baseline: the proposed feature extractor in Fig. 1, which
is a non-self-distillation model for TSC.

• BYOT: the best your own teacher [18] method adapted
for TSC.

• TSD: the transitive self-distillation [21] method adapted
for TSC.

• SAD: the layer-wise attention self-distillation [49]
method adapted for TSC.

• ProSelfLC: the end-to-end progressive self-label correc-
tion [20] method adapted for TSC.

• SelfRef: the feature refinement self-distillation [19]
method adapted for TSC.

• ESD: the ensemble self-distillation [21] method adapted
for TSC.

Table V shows the statistical results with various self-
distillation algorithms on 85 datasets. Self-BiDecKD is the
best self-distillation algorithm among the eight algorithms as
it obtains the best ‘best’/‘win’/‘tie’/‘lose’ and the smallest
AVG rank values, namely, 35/16/19/50 and 3.2882. That is
because that Self-BiDecKD uses the bidirectional decoupled
KD to promote mutual knowledge transfer between lower and
higher levels, efficiently learning the knowledge hidden in
the target and non-target classes. ProSelfLC takes advantage
of its progressive self-label correction to modify the target
gradually and adaptively as training continues and to avoid
entropy minimization. That brings it second in terms of ‘win’
and AVG rank, namely 10 and 4.0471. On the contrary, it is
difficult for SelfRef to extract sufficient features from the input
through feature refinement only, resulting in its performing the
worst among all the self-distillation algorithms for comparison.

To further study the effectiveness of Self-BiDecKD, we
compare it with the non-self-distillation Baseline on 85
datasets. Fig. 5 depicts the accuracy plot of Self-BiDecKD
against the Baseline. The results show that Self-BiDecKD
achieves a ‘win’/‘tie’/‘lose’ of 58/8/19. That is because the
decoupled KD efficiently promotes lower- and higher-level
semantic information to learn from each other and helps
Self-BiDecKD mine rich and diversified relationships and
regularizations from the data. The AVG rank results of the
eight self-distillation algorithms are shown in Fig. 6.
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Fig. 4. Accuracy plot results showing the performance difference between two adjacent classifiers on 85 datasets.

Fig. 5. Accuracy plot showing the performance difference between Self-
BiDecKD and Baseline on 85 datasets.

G. Evaluation on ResNet and InceptionTime

To investigate the impact of Self-BiDecKD on different fea-
ture extractors, we consider two widely used feature extractors,
i.e., ResNet [8] and InceptionTime [11].

• Baseline (ResNet): a residual convolutional network
containing four residual blocks, which is a non-self-
distillation model for TSC. Each residual block is com-
prised of three convolutional blocks, where their filter
sizes are 8, 5, and 3, respectively.

• Self-BiDecKD (ResNet): the proposed self-bidirectional
decoupled distillation, where ResNet is used as its feature
extractor.

• Baseline (InceptionTime): an Inception convolutional net-
work containing four Inception blocks, which is a non-
self-distillation model for TSC. Each Inception block
consists of 5 convolutional blocks and 1 maxpooling
block, where the filter sizes of these convolutional blocks
are 17, 11, 9, 5, and 3, respectively.

• Self-BiDecKD (InceptionTime): the proposed self-
bidirectional decoupled distillation, where InceptionTime

is used as its feature extractor.
To visualize the differences between Self-BiDecKD

(ResNet) and Baseline (ResNet), we provide the accuracy
plot of Self-BiDecKD (ResNet) against Baseline (ResNet) on
85 datasets in Fig. 7. The figure shows that Self-BiDecKD
(ResNet) obtains 58/11/16 regarding ‘win’/‘tie’/‘lose’, reflect-
ing that the proposed method promotes mutual knowledge
flow between lower and higher levels within the model and
is thus able to extract abundant representations from the data.
Similarly, Self-BiDecKD (InceptionTime) beats Baseline (In-
ceptionTime). As shown in Fig. 8, Self-BiDecKD (Inception-
Time) obtains 57/10/18 in terms of ‘win’/‘tie/‘lose’, showing
the effectiveness of Self-BiDecKD on knowledge transfer.

V. CONCLUSION

Self-BiDecKD enables the output of the output layer to
form a bidirectional decoupled KD with the output of each
lower-level block. While the knowledge captured by higher
levels supervises lower levels, the bidirectional decoupled KD
enables the knowledge extracted from lower levels to guide
higher levels. Moreover, it pays attention to the knowledge
hidden in the target and the non-target classes, which helps
Self-BiDecKD to mine rich relationships and regularizations
from the data. Experimental results show that compared with a
number of self-distillation algorithms, Self-BiDecKD wins 35
out of 85 datasets and achieves the smallest AVG rank score,
namely 3.2882. In particular, compared with the non-self-
distillation Baseline, Self-BiDecKD obtains a ‘win’/‘tie’/‘lose’
of 58/8/19, which unveils the potential of Self-BiDecKD to be
applied to TSC problems in various real-world domains.
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